


Designed, engineered and manufactured in Northern Ireland, the 

range of Echotec Tree felling equipment has all the highest quality 

materials and components. Sourced and integrated into each 

attachment resulting in enhanced performance, unbeatable quality 

and durability meaning it’s the most versatile shear on the market. 

It has limitless uses for a variety of jobs. The range caters for 5-3OT 

Machines.

The 350 Super Shear is the largest and our most powerful shear. 

Based on the 350mm shear with the option to add on a saw which 

cuts up to 65Omm.

Double sided

Removable Hardox 500 Blade
(Use as a grab)

Saw Option*
*Available on 350 Model

Rotation & Multi Hitch Option

Wide Opening

Full SSAB Build
Hardox & Strenx 

12 Month Warranty
as Standard

CE Certified

All shears in the range come with a modular build. Add 

features such as rotation saw functions and grow with 

your work .All shears in the range come with a modular 

build so customisation is always possible.



Currently the smallest of the range but 

suited for 5-10T machines. The Shear is 

wont let you down. 

250 SERIES

The most popular Shear in the series and no wonder! Its 

strong and durable build features make it robust, powerful 

and a must have attachment. With the customization the 

shear can be used for limbing, facing, hedge row mainte-

nance, tree removal, site clearance, loading, gathering, 

stacking and more. Never lets you down.

300 SERIES

The largest and most powerful Shear. A true 

Beast! The 350 Shear is ideal for those 

larger jobs but still controls the smaller jobs 

also. With the series you retain the option to 

add on a Saw cassette and transform your 

shear into a saw Grapple and handle trees 

up to 750mm. This attachment has it all. 

350 SERIES

A dedicated range for handling trees from 

150-750mm. The Grapple saw is also the ideal 

grab for gathering and stacking. The Grab can 

be customised to suit the users needs with 

various options available.

SAW GRAPPLE



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

At Echotec we provide innovative, quality attachments that incorporate not 

only the best materials and components, but also the highest engineering 

standards. Get in touch and discuss your needs today.

+44 07795 822 741
sales@echotec.co.uk

208 Magheraveely Road,
Summerhill House, 
Co. Fermanagh, BT92 6LZ

www.echotec.co.uk Scan here for product info

ECHOTEC
MODEL

TS250

RTS250

TS300

RTS300

RTS350

SUPER
SHEAR

SAW
GRAPPLE

WEIGHT
OIL
PRESSURE

MACHINE
SIZE

MAX. CUT
DIAMETER OPENING

400kg

475kg

750kg

835kg

1,050kg

1,200kg

850kg

275 Bar

275 Bar

300 Bar

300 Bar

320 Bar

300 Bar

200 Bar

5-10 Tonne

6-10 Tonne

10-16 Tonne

10-16 Tonne

13-30 Tonne

15-30 Tonne

14-30 Tonne

250mm

250mm

300mm

300mm

350mm

550mm

550 - 
750mm

800mm

800mm

1,200mm

1,200mm

1,150mm

1,150mm

1,400mm


